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Providing you with

the latest in CCTV

technology and

advancements to

better 

serve your security

needs.



C C T V  U P G R A D E S

O U R  S E R V I C E
With security technology continually advancing and with imagery and body
movement analytics now available, you may want to consider the advantages
of upgrading your existing CCTV. 

Our expert team of engineers are trained to provide definitive recommendations

on how to best develop your CCTV capabilities. They look to provide you with a

conclusive response to your security requirements in line with the latest industry

innovations and your budget.

Advances in CCTV capabilities have seen huge improvements in visual and video

clarity with the release of high definition, making displays more refined and

clearer, even in hours of darkness. There may also be a requirement to modernise

infrastructures from your older analogue system into modern IP technology,

crucial for real-time monitoring through a smart device. 

If you have an existing system in place, we will utilise existing infrastructure and

components, when possible and add cameras where required. Where one or two

cameras may have previously covered key zones, there may now be a requirement

for additional zones to be monitored due to an escalation of a potential threat. Our

upgrade service also offers the installation of additional cameras to your existing

system for increased coverage.

UPGRADE SERVICES:
Adding additional cameras to your current system
Upgrading from old analogue cameras to high definition
Moving your system from analogue to IP technology
Changes to make your system record for longer periods
Enabling real-time monitoring from your smart devices
Full replacement of existing system
Maintenance contracts
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